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There was a young practor from Cairo
"Best manipulations in the Nile
"Fix subluxations with a smile
"Lumbar, thoracic, or erectile"

There was an LGBT individual
Whose activities were of proportions
mythical
After a strenuous day
Of going every which way
A BLT sandwich was most delectable

The life of a gay soldier in Gdansk
Used to be really gdstansk
All day they would harransk
All night they would make him dansk
But under Bill Clinton
He never gdtold and they never gdasked

There was a young miss from Peoria
Her boyfriend left her in euphoria
How great was her pleasure
Even Kinsey couldn't measure
It exceeded his scale and then some

Anna Magdalena's sex life was rather
stark
After mass Johann always insisted she
be on her bach
She snuck off to the synagogue one day
Where she most devoutly did pray
And Mr. Goldberg’s variations got her
going every which way

There was a young Frenchman with a
beret
He wore it all the day
But he removed it at night
When his girlfriend turned off the light
Because it occasionally got in her way

Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot
How the fuck does your garden grow?
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"And when you're a star, they let you do
it, you can do anything... grab them by
the pussy."
"It is our responsibility to take the lead
in teaching children the values of
empathy and communication that are
at the core of kindness, mindfulness,
integrity and leadership."
"And when you're a star, they let you do
it, you can do anything... grab them by
the pussy."
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"And when you're a star, they let you do
it, you can do anything... grab them by
the pussy."
"It is our responsibility to take the lead
in teaching children the values of
empathy and communication that are
at the core of kindness, mindfulness,
integrity and leadership."
"And when you're a star, they let you do
it, you can do anything... grab them by
the pussy."
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"It is our responsibility to take the lead
in teaching children the values of
empathy and communication that are
at the core of kindness, mindfulness,
integrity and leadership."
"And when you're a star, they let you do
it, you can do anything... grab them by
the pussy."

The beautiful illuminated manuscript was taken from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illuminated_manuscript and
depicts The marriage of Girart to Bertha from the Roman
de Girart de Roussillon, c. 1450

